
The San Francisco 49ers Academy does not employ an

in-house accountant, and prior to partnering with

ArightCo were working with a different accounting

service provider. 49ers Academy felt that this service

provider was not engaged with the business and their

communication process was both too technical and

lacking in support.

CHALLENGE

The San Francisco 49ers Academy opened in 1996 as

an alternative program to provide a small, caring, and

safe community to the students of East Palo Alto. In

partnership with the Ravenswood City School District

and the San Francisco 49ers Foundation, the goal was

to keep students safe, on track, and in school. In the

years since, the Academy has impacted the lives of

hundreds of students and staff has accumulated over

100 combined years of experience directly serving the

students of East Palo Alto. This longevity is a testament

to the dedication, commitment, and perseverance of all

that are part of the 49ers Academy Family.

BUSINESS OVERVIEW

"We  were  working  with  another  finance

company  that  wasn 't  as  involved  with  us...

(any) changes  we  wanted  to  make  would

go  over  our  heads  because  they  were

technical  and  didn 't  have  the  time  to  sit

down  with  us.  With  ArightCo,  that

experience  has  been  completely

different."

Tahisha  Victor  |  Executive  Director

- San Francisco 49ers Academy

ArightCo services optimized back-end
activity -  lowering costs,  increasing
efficiency,  and al lowing time to be
spent on core business operations.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS ACADEMY

Zero infrastructure cost

Constant support with one

point of contact

Team of skilled

professionals handling

accounting and financial

work

Benefits

No in-house accountant

In-house

accounting/financial

services too expensive

Prior back-end service

provider lacked support

Not enough time to focus

on core business.

Challenges

AT A GLANCE

The San Francisco 49ers Academy concluded that they

did not want to take on the financial strain of employing

an in-house accounting team and that their current

service provider was not meeting their needs. 

The San Francisco 49ers Academy found ArightCo

through a professional recommendation and a

partnership was formed in January of 2021. 

THE SEARCH



49ers Academy takes advantage of a team of professionals to manage their accounting, finance, and

payroll services at zero infrastructure cost-saving 30-50% on the average cost of hiring an in-house

accounting or finance professional. These savings come from the ability to avoid the drawbacks of hiring

an in-house employee (ie. onboarding, benefits packages, bonus structure, PTO, churn, etc) resulting in

greatly reduced overhead.

Cost Savings

ArightCo and 49ers Academy have an open line of communication, allowing 49ers Academy to raise any

questions or concerns with their dedicated ArightCo client partners. This results in increased efficiency as

ArightCo services have afforded 49ers Academy with the capacity to handle all queries attentively. The

multi-layered resource structure gives the organization both a junior-level and senior-level point of

contact with expert knowledge in the non-profit sector, providing 49ers Academy with a multitude of

resources, as well as offering business development support.

Support 

ArightCo services optimized
back-end activity -  lowering
costs,  increasing efficiency, and
allowing time to be spent on
core business operations.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS ACADEMY

SOLUTION BENEFITS

Let ArightCo optimize your workflow - as we did for 49ers Academy. ArightCo can offer your company a

comprehensive range of back-office services, allowing you to concentrate internal resources on the

most crucial aspects of your operations. Our services reduce your costs by 30-50% when compared to

employing a full-time in-house accounting or HR professional. Contact us to schedule a time to assess

your needs and curate a plan that works for you. 

LET US SHOW YOU

Founded in 2008, ArightCo specializes in meeting the needs of both small and medium size businesses

- including Series Seed, Series A, and Series B startups that do not have resources or the desire to build

their own Finance or HR teams. Our team of professionals have experience in everything from everyday

accounting to modeling investor reports. A trusted financial partner who works with you every step of

the way. Join our list of success stories!

ABOUT ARIGHTCO, INC.

As a small non-profit, 49ers Academy is inexperienced in the processes and procedures of non-profit

compliance, accounting, and finances. The partnership with ArightCo removes the stress of having to

manage a complicated back-office, providing reliable and efficient solutions to meet the organization 's

needs.

Steamlined Processes


